MM3 parametrization of four- and five-coordinated rhenium complexes by a genetic algorithm--which factors influence the optimization performance?
Genetic algorithms (GA) were used to solve one of the multidimensional problems in computational chemistry, the optimization of force field parameters. The correlation between the composition of the GA, its parameters (p(c), p(m)) and the quality of the results were investigated. The composition was studied for all combinations of a Simple GA/Steady State GA with a Roulette Wheel/Tournament Selector using different values each for crossover (0.5, 0.7, 0.9) and mutation rates (0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20). The results show that the performance is strongly dependent on the GA scheme, where the Simple GA/Tournament Selector yields the best results. Two new MM3 parameters were introduced for rhenium compounds with coordination number four (204) and coordination number five (205), the formal oxidation states of rhenium ranging from +V to +VII. A manifold of parameters (Re-C, N, O, S) was obtained by using a diverse set of CSD structures. The advantage of the GA vs. UFF calculations is shown by comparison of several examples. The GA optimized parameters were able to reproduce the geometrical data of the X-ray structures.